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Natasha Allegri's smash hit YouTube animated series comes to comic books!A quirky new take on

the magical girl genre with Bee, the forever unemployed main character who canâ€™t seem to

figure out life, and the mysterious PuppyCat, a stray...whatever it isâ€¦that she stumbled across who

has a powerful secret. You might already love it if youâ€™re one of the thousands who supported

the Kickstarter campaign, but for those of you just joining us, if you like stories that feature magical

girls like SAILOR MOON, MADOKA MAGICA, and POWERPUFF GIRLS, you will enjoy BEE AND

PUPPYCAT! Itâ€™s a slice-of-life story with a twist, and it has so much comedy and enchantment

you canâ€™t help but be swept up. Natasha Allegri is simply amazing. She built up a big

fan-following on Tumblr while working on the Adventure Time cartoon, then created

gender-swapped characters (FIONNA AND CAKE) that became so popular they put them into the

show. Then, she created BEE AND PUPPYCAT and it became the most funded web series project

in Kickstarter history. How could we NOT publish it?
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Fans of the series on YouTube will love the comic series. Allegri and several guest artists bring the

adventures of former space thief, turned into "ugly" and small dog/cat thing, Puppycat and the

adult-life challenged Bee to life on these pages.



This is the best! Love the QR codes :-) Such a great read, would definitely recommend getting this

for yourself or as a gift!

So...small complaint here. There's a storyline about finding Wallace, the child which turned out to

have been a villain trying to capture Puppycat. Turns out he's real and his mom misses him. Bee

and PC manage to find Wallace, and the story ends with a "To Be Continued...." And...it...hasn't

been? At least as far as I've read, up to issue #9. That's...kind of irritating, really.But, as for the rest

of the collection...quite enjoyable, if your a B&PC fan! It really feels like the animated series, which

is exactly what you'd want in the comics. Bee is still very irresponsible, running out of money or

attempting to do adulty things and failing badly. PC is still 99% self-centered, but willing to sacrifice

for Bee. The storylines are random, but the art is stunning.This tends to pop up in Humble Bundles

once or twice a year, so you can get this and probably the rest of the issues at a very good price if

you keep an eye out for a while. Ebooks, but that's honestly probably the better medium for graphic

novels, given quality of printing vs. screen displays.

This could have been a great thing but the story arcs are only a few pages long so they don't really

set up anything interesting. The artwork is amazing but besides that it does not have that much else.

Came in great condition. This volume has one comic by Allegri and several fanmade comics as well

as pages of fanart.

this is super cute! i haven't actually read it yet but the art is so beautiful! It looks like it's done by a

couple different artists, but it's all very pretty and funny to read. I got it as a gift for my friend's 16th

birthday and I know she's going to love it!Great for any Bee and Puppycat fan! ;)

Fun little comic book from.the fabulously fun show from YouTube on cartoon hangover.

As cute as I expected. I love the QR codes, and its a fantastic story!
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